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Background
Scientific discovery involves not only the accumulation
of empirical regularities, but also an explanation of
these regularities in terms of cause and effect. If A is
associated with B, we want to know whether A causes
B, or B causes A, or both are joint effects of some other
cause. This is especially true when scientific knowledge
is applied to problems of planning, engineering, diag-
nosis, prevention, cure, etc.

Although it has often been suggested (e.g., (Simon
and Rescher 1966)) that experimental control can pro-
vide knowledge of causation, little attention has been
paid to the problem of elucidating the principles by
which causation is to be inferred from the facts of the
experiment. Of course, if we want to know if A causes
B, we can change A exogenously and see if B changes.
But exactly what does this mean? To say that we
change A "exogenously" means that we apply some
operator (procedure) which changes A without "go-
ing through" B. Suppose that when we change A, B
changes too. How do we know that it is A, not B, that
was changed exogenously? This knowledge depends on
knowing the causal path by which the operator works
to control A. Mature human beings can normally rely
on a rich store of causal background knowledge of this
sort. But agents lacking such background knowledge
must use another method.

My research suggests two new principles by which
the causal structure of simple deterministic mecha-
nisms may be inferred, based on controlled experi-
ments, with very little background knowledge. The
nmndom operador principle states that operators, or de-
cision variables controlled by the agent, are not caused
by, and do not share common causes with, state vari-
ables of the system being experimented with. This
principle establishes an initial causal direction, point-
ing away from the operators tow.~rds the state vari-
ables. The lesion principle shows how, by exerting ap-
propriate experimental control such as "cutting out"
certain parts of the mechanism, the experimenter may
infer a causal order (betweennem relation) among the
variables. Together with Occam’s razor, these princi-
plea enable an intelligent system to infer a directed,

ordered cause-effect chain. They form the potential
basis of a systematic method of inferring canssi rela-
tions from ezperiment. This method, called the Con-
trolled Lesion Method, supplies the very background
knowledge which was presupposed by the familiar no-
tion described above.

The lesion principle superficially resembles--but in
fact differs significantly from--the "screening-off"~ rule
used in certain algorithms which derive causal struc-
ture from statistical data, such as IC (Pearl and Verma
1991) and SGS (Glymour, Spirtes, and Scheines 1991).
The principles developed here enable one to make cor-
rect inferences concerning the causal structure of de-
terministic mechanisms, which are not permitted by
the IC and SGS algorithms.

The work described here also differs from recent re-
search in which robots learn the effects of operators
(Scott and Markovitch 1989; Shen and Simon 1989;
Gil 1991). What these robots learn has the form
"In circumstances C, operator O produces the ef-
fects E1,E2,...,En." However, they do not discover
whether an effect Ei is caused directly by the opera-
tor, or whether O causes Ej and Ej causes Ei. (The
notion of "direct" causation is relative to the set U of
variables.)1

My research concerns not merely what effects are
produced by an operator, but how it produces them;
i.e., the order of causation, or mechanism, by which
the effects are produced.

Summary of the Method
Consider the light bulb and switch system in which A
= the switch is on, B = the light is shiniag. We as-
sume that an experimenter is able to choose to perform
a certain operation, O, in one of two modes: O = 1
means turning the switch (and light) on, O = 0 means
turning the switch (and light) off. We amume the ex-
perimenter k#ows that 0 is a decision variable that
is, the agent knows that it directly controls the value
of O. This is a reasonable assumption: an agent that

ITkat is, "A directJl/cauaes B" meus: (1) A catmee 
ud (2) for any intervening variable I, such that A catmes
I and I ctu~s B, I ¢ U.
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did not know that its operators were under its direct,
voluntary control would have no use for deliberation
or planning. However, we assume that the agent does
not know which variable(s) are directly influenced 
O. Since both the switch and the light vary in the same
way with O, the experimenter can have (thus far) 
grounds for believing that O causes A directly but B
indirectly, or that O causes B directly but A indirectly.

The experimenter, however, should be able to infer
that O causes A and B. In terms of a graphical rep-
re~ntation, in which --* stands for "directly causes,"
this leads to the disjunction ((O --* A --* B) V (O 
B ---, A) V (A 4--- O ---, B)). We formalize this inference
(somewhat) 
R (Random Operator Principle): For any opera.
tot 0 and any ohserved state variable X,

1. X does not cause O, and

2. there is no (unobserved) state variable Y which
causes both X and O.

R expresses the idea that in any experimental situa-
tion, operators are randomly controlled: i.e., they are
not caused by state variables and do not share common
csuzes with state variables,s By R, one may eliminate
all graphs with arrows into O. After this elimination,
only three simple explanations of the association be-
tween O, A, and B are left to consider: (i) O --* A --~
B, (ii) O ~ B --. A, or (iii) A .-- O --* B. (More 
plicated explanations, such as multiply-connected and
cyclic graphs, are ruled out by Occarn’s razor, unless
some special circumstances require their postulation.)

So far, we have used R to establish a causal direc-
time. We have yet to establish a cans¯] order among
the state variables. One way to find the causal order is
by performing lesion ezper/me#tt. A lesion experiment
involves altering the mechanism in such a way that one
or mote values of s selected variable is made impossi-
ble. For example, unscrewing the bulb or smashing it
makes it impossible for the light to shine. Similarly,
the switch could be forced to remain open, perhaps by
tying or gluing it in a certain position. Let X be a
state variable belonging to a mechanism M. By a is-
sworn of X im M, we mean a modification of M which
restricts the values of X to a certain range, resulting
in a new mechanism L(X, M). (For binary variables,
lesion of X restricts it to a single value, which we call
zero.) Thus, lesion is an operator which, applied to 
variable and a mechanism, yields a new mechanism,s

lOf course, beyoad the realm of deliberate experiment it
would be yam to amert this: operLtors suck aa eat and dr/m~
certainly arc caused by state vadaldea in everyday life. The
ix~at is that in the co¯text of deUberate experimeat, at
least, the experimenter kffi~ and uses the c&pacity to rtn-
dondy, or even freely, determise tle decimoa vari&bles.

Slt is not ¯ fanctioa, becanse there may be more thin
oae way of instantiatiag the oper&tor--for example, either
aa~rewing or breaking ̄  light bulb. But, for our present
purposes, we do not need to distinguish between these in-

Now, if Y lies on the causal path from X to Z in
some mechanism J~/(for example, one with the graph
X -* Y --* Z), then we would expect s lesion of Y to
disrupt the association between X and Z. That is, Z
would no longer bear the lawful relation to X which it
does in M; on the contrary, Z would become Inrelated
to X. However, if Y is not on the causal path (e.g.,
Y *-- X --* Z or X --+ Z --~ Y), then lesion of 
would leave the association unchanged. Let (X -~ Y)
stand for the association (lawful regularity) between
variables X and Y. Then we can formulate this idea
as
L (Lesion Principle): Lesion of Y in a mechanism
M disrupts (X -~ Z) if, and only if, Y lies on the causal
path between X and Z in M.

Applied to our three hypotheses in the light bulb
and switch problem, L has the following consequences:

1. O --+ A --* B implies that lesion of A disrupts the
association (O ~- B), but lesion of B fails to disrupt
(o A);

2. O --~ B --* A implies that lesion of B disrupts
(O -~ A), but lesion of A fails to disrupt (O -~ 

3. A ~-- O --, B implies that lesion of A fails to disrupt
(O -~ B) and lesion of B fails to disrupt (O ~- 

By experimenting with both lesions and observing
which disruptions occur, we can therefore rule out two
of the hypotheses and accept the remaining one. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the application of L to any similar
trio of hypotheses involving variables X, Y, and Z.

L(Y, M) disrupts L( Z, M) disrupts Conclusion
(x z)? (x Y)?

~rle frle None
frue false X~Y~Z
/a/se irme X~Z~Y
false false Y~X~Z

Table 1: Logic of Lesion Studies

So far, we have seen how the Random Operator Prin-
ciple and the Lesion Principle may be used to establish
the direction and order of causation in a simple mech-
anism described by two state variables, one of them
controlled directly by an operator. This technique can
be extended to systems including three or more state
variables connected by a linear chain of causation. Re-
ichenbach (Reichenbach 1971) has suggested a method
for extending a technique of this sort to topologies
other than linear chains.

Comparison to Screening-Off Methods
Let I(X, ZIY) mean X and Z are conditionally inde-
pendent given Y. If X and Y are variables and S is
a set of variables, we shall say S screens o.~ X from

stantintiou of L(X, M).
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Y if I(X, Y[S). Reichenbs~ correctly formulated the
relation between screening off and causation as
S (Screen;ng-OffRule): If X causes Y only through
a set of intervening variables S, then I(X, Y[S). (Re-
ichenbach 1971; Glymour, Spiraea, and Scheines 1991)
However, the converse of S is not true. If I(X, YIS)
even though X causes Y (or Y causes X) directly, 
shall say S falsely screens off X from Y.

Algorithms such as IC and SGS, which construct a
graph representation of causal structure, use S both
deductively and abductively, and the abductive use
amounts to assuming the converse. Thus after the
first step of IC,4 the graph has a link between any
two variables z and y if and only if there is no sub-
set of the remaining variables which screens off z from
y. Therefore, if any set falsely screens off z from y,
IC will be unable to link them. This is what happens
in deterministic systems of the kind we are concerned
with here. For example, consider an extension of our
light and switch system to a third state variable, C
(e.g., a buzzer activated by the light). Let LA and LB
be the lesion of A and B, controlled by operators Oj
and 03, respectively. Let 01 be the original operator.
Then the laws of the system are as follows: A = O1,
LA = 0~, Le = Os, B = AA’~Ls, C = BA-~Lc.5 It
follows that I(B, C[A, LB). But B directly causes C.
Since {A, La} falsely screens off B from C, IC cannot
infer s causal link between B and C. (Similarly, IC
is unable to find the link between A and B.) But the
lesion experimenter cffin infer this. The set {A, La}
blocks the flow of information, but not causation, be-
tween B and C. Lesion, however, blocks the flow of
causation, not just information. Thus, although lesion
and screening off both "block" something, lesion blocks
more; consequently, more can be inferred.

The contrast is equally apparent if we examine the
conditions which would be required, by IC and by L,
to infer a link between any variables Y and Z. For
IC requires simply that Y and Z remain dependent,
no matter what set of other variables we condition on.
The lesion principle, however, infers a Y - Z link when
there is an event Ly = 1, given which, both Y and Z
become independent of X. The former requires that
the pair to be linked remain dependent on each other;
the latter requires that they become independent--not
from each other, but from s third variable.

Conclusion
Although algorithms such as IC and SGS are designed
to work well in the presence of "noise" (indetermin-
ism or error), they perform poorly in systems that are
noise-free (deterministic). Human minds find causal
relations more easily in deterministic, or nearly deter-
ministic, system~ ~o much so that until the twentieth
century it was widely believed that causation was nec-

tall th,t is said here of IC &pplies to SGS as we]].
SThis assumes no other sources of light are present.

essarily deterministic. The Controlled Lesion Method
is designed primarily for deterministic systems, but
may be generalizable to indeterministic systems. Both
it and the techniques based on screening off belong
in the repertoire of an agent that has a goal of learn-
ing about the causal connections between things in the
world.

Acimowledomenta. Tom Osgood, Vsadsaa Rao, sad aa
anonymous reviewer provided helpful comments.
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